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Given an Ito^ vector field M, there is a unique solution !t(h) to the differential
equation
d!t(h)
dt
=M(!t(h)), !0(h)=h
for any continuous and piece-wisely smooth path h. We show that for any t # R, the
map h  !t(h) is continuous in the p-variation topology for any p1, so that it
uniquely extends to a solution flow on the space of all geometric rough paths.
Applying this result to the Driver’s geometric flow equation on the path space over
a closed Riemannian manifold
d‘t
dt
=X h(‘t), !0=id,
where Xh is the vector field defined by parallel translating h via a connection, our
result especially yields a deterministic construction of the Driver’s flow.  1997
Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
Suppose M is a vector field on a (finite or infinite dimensional) manifold,
a basic problem is to construct a solution flow induced by the vector field M.
That is, one wants to solve the differential equation
d!t
dt
=M(!t), !0=!.
When the manifold involved is a Banach manifold, and the vector field
M is Lipschitz, then the problem has been studied throughly.
There has been an increasing interest in constructing a flow of a vector
field on a Wiener space and more generally on a Wiener submanifold in
recent years. In this case, we need to solve the flow equation with a vector
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field M which is only well defined almost surely, see [14, 6, 811, 16] and
references therein.
In this paper we will solve a flow equation induced by an Ito^ vector field
(an Ito^ vector field obtained by solving a differential equation) on the
space of all geometric rough paths, and show that the solution flow is con-
tinuous in the initial path in an appropriate topology.
A classical path z in a separable Banach space V together with its
iterated integrals zi up to degree [ p] (if make sense in any reasonable
way), z=(1, z1, ..., z[ p]) is called a rough path in V with roughness p, if it
satisfies a nonlinear relation that
zst ztu=zsu , \stu, (1)
and analytic requirement that
sup
D
:
l
|zktl&1 tl |
pk<, \k=1, ..., [ p]. (2)
We will use 0p(V ) to denote all rough paths of roughness p in V, and
naturally 0Gp(V ) is the space of all rough paths which comply with the
usual change law of variables. We call a path in 0Gp(V ) a geometric rough
path. Since almost all continuous semimartingale paths with their Le vy
area are geometric rough paths in this sense, so that for any semimar-
tingale measure and even for the distribution of a non-smooth diffusion
which may not be a semimartingale, 0Gp has full measure for any
2<p<3.
The Ito^ map F(z, x) obtained by solving the differential equation
dYt= f (Yt) dzt , Y0=x
is a continuous functional on the space 0Gp(V ) of all geometric rough
paths for any p1. If f : Rd  L(Rd, Rd), then F( } , x) : 0Gp(Rd)  0Gp(Rd)
and we regard it as a vector field on 0Gp(Rd) with the based point x.
The main purpose of this paper is to solve the flow equation
dzt
dt
=F(zt, x), z0=z (3)
on the space 0Gp(Rd), for any p1.
A geometric rough path (cf. [13]) is roughly speaking a continuous path
for which we have a reasonable and coordinate free1 integration theory,
and so the lift map etc. would make sense for such a rough path. Thus
applying our result to Driver’s flow equation (cf. [2]), we especially give
a deterministic and continuous version of Driver’s flow.
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we recall the calculus for
rough paths and Ito^ maps on the space of rough paths. For more detail,
see [13, 14]. In Section 2 we solve the flow equation 3 on the space
0G1(Rd): the space of continuous paths which have finite variations, and
we give a simple approximation procedure obtaining the solution flow.
However we shall prove that it is a good procedure in the sense that not
only the approximating paths converge to the corresponding path of the
solution flow, but also do their iterated integrals of any degrees. In
Section 3, we prove that the solution flow obtained in Section 2 is con-
tinuous in so-called p-variation topology, so that it has a unique extension
to all geometric rough paths. That is, the flow equation 3 is always solvable
on the space 0Gp(Rd) for any p1, and the solution flow is continuous
in the initial path. In the final Section 4, we use the results in previous
Sections to the Driver’s flow equation.
1. CALCULUS OF ROUGH PATHS
We first fix several notations. p1 will be any fixed constant, and V, W
etc. will be real and separable Banach spaces. In this case we use L(V, W )
to denote the Banach space of all continuous linear maps from V to W.
Given a natural number n, we use T (n)(V ) to denote the truncated tensor
algebra up to degree n, that is,
T (n)(V )= :
n
k=0
V k, V 0=R,
endowed with any compatible tensor norm.
Let I=[0, t0] be an interval and for simplicity, we set t0=1 except
otherwise specified, and let 2=[(s1 , s2) : 0s1s2t0].
A continuous function | on 2 with values in R+ is called a control if it
is super-additive,
|(s1 , s2)+|(s2 , s3)|(s1 , s3), \(s1 , s2), (s2 , s3) # 2,
and |(s1 , s1)=0.
If z : 2  T (n)(V ) is a map, then we write zs1, s2 for z(s1 , s2) and
zs1s2=(z
0
s1s2
, ..., zns1s2), \(s1 , s2) # 2
with z is1 , s2 the i th component of zs1s2 in V
 i. We say z is of finite p-varia-
tion if there is a control | such that
|z is1s2 ||(s1 , s2)
ip, \i=1, ..., n ; (s1 , s2) # 2. (4)
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A map z : 2  T (n)(V ) with finite p-variation is an almost multiplicative
functional (of roughness p) if z0s1s2=1, n[ p] and
|zs1 s2 z
i
s2s3
&z is1s3 |K1|(s1 , s3)
%, \(s1 , s2), (s2 , s3) # 2, (5)
i=1, ..., [ p], for some constants %>1 and K10.
Definition 1. 1. A map z : 2  T (n)(V ) is called a multiplicative
function if z0s1 s2=1, and
zs1s2 zs2s3=zs1s3 , \(s1 , s2), (s2 , s3) # 2. (6)
2. A multiplicative function z in T (n)(V ) is a rough path (of rough-
ness p) if in addition z is of finite p-variation and n[ p].
Example 1. Let V=Rd, and let z=(z1, ..., zd) be a d-dimensional con-
tinuous semimartingale. Set zs1s2=(1, z
1
s1 , s2
, z2s1, s2), where z
1
s1s2
=zs2&zs1 and
(z2s1s2)
ij= 12 (z
1
s1 s2
) i (z1s1s2)
j+ 12 |
s2
s1
[(ziu&s
i
s) b dz
j
u&(z
j
u&z
j
s) b dz
i
u].
Then for any 2<p<3, and almost all _,
z(_)s1s2=(1, z(_)
1
s1s2
, z(_)2s1s2)
is a rough path in T (2)(V ) (of roughness p). By obvious reason, we will say
z is the rough path of the semimartingale z with its Le vy area.
A theorem in T. J. Lyons [13] states that if z=(1, z1, ..., z[ p]) is a rough
path in T [ p](V ) (of roughness p), then for each k[ p]+1, there is a
unique zk : 2  V k such that
(1, z1, ..., z[ p], ..., zk } } } )
is a multiplicative functional in T ()(V ) and is of finite p-variation.
It was proved that if z is an almost multiplicative functional with values
in T (n)(V ) and finite p-variation, n[ p], then there is a unique multi-
plicative functional z~ in T [ p](V ) with finite p-variation, such that
|z is1s2&z~
i
s1s2
||(s1 , s2)%, \(s1 , s2) # 2 ; i=1, ..., [ p]
for some constant %>1.
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Note if z is a rough path in T [ p](V ) (of roughness p), then zk,
k[ p]+1 can be constructed recursively as
zks1s2= limm(D)  0
:
i, j1
i+ j=k
:
l
z is1 tl&1 z
j
tl&1 tl
, (7)
where D takes over all finite division of [s1 , s2].
Definition 2. A rough path z in T [ p](V ) (of roughness p) is called a
geometric rough path if there is a control | and a sequence of continuous
and piece-wisely smooth paths z(n) such that
|z is1s2 |, |z(n)
i
s1s2
||(s1 , s2) ip, i=1, ..., [ p]; (s1 , s2) # 2,
and
|z is1s2&z(n)
i
s1s2
|
1
n
|(s1 , s2) ip, i=1, ..., [ p]; (s1 , s2) # 2,
where z(n) denotes the associated rough path of z(n), naturally,
z(n) is1s2=|s1<t1< } } } <ti<s2 dz(n)t1 } } } dz(n)ti , \i=1, ..., [ p],
the conventional i th iterated integral.
For example, a d-dimensional, continuous semimartingale with its
second iterated Stratonovich integral is a geometric rough path in T (2)(Rd)
(of roughness p, for any 2<p<3).
We use 0Gp(V ) to denote the space of all geometric rough paths in
T [ p](V ) with finite p-variation, and use 0Gp (V ) to denote the space of all
those z # 0Gp(V ) such that t  zt=z10t is continuous and piece-wisely
smooth, and
zkst=|
s<t1< } } } <tk<t
dzt1 } } } dztk , \k=1, ..., [ p],
the conventional iterated integral.
Let : : V  L(V, W ) be a C [ p] map with bounded derivatives up to [ p]
order, and use :i+1 to denote the i th derivatives, so that :1=:, and
:i+1 : V  L(Vi, L(V, W ))
#L(V (i+1), W ).
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Let z # 0Gp(V ). We need to define integral of form  :(z) $z as an element
in 0Gp(W ).
Let l1 , ..., lk # N, and set l=(l1 , ..., lk). The set |l |=ki=1 li . Denote by 6l
the subset of all permutation ? of (1, ..., |l | ), such that
?(1)< } } } <?(l1),
?(l1+1)< } } } <?(l1+l2),
?(l1+l2+1)< } } } <?(l1+l2+l3),
} } }
?(l1+ } } } +lk&1+1)< } } } <?( |l | ).
Define
y is1s2= :
[ p]
l1, ..., li=1
:l1(zs1) } } } :
li (zs1) :
? # 6l
?(z |l |s1s2), (8)
i=1, ..., [ p]. Then it was proved in [13] that y=(1, y1, ..., y[ p]) is an
almost multiplicative function in T [ p](V ) with finite p-variation, its
associated rough path is called the integral of : along the geometric rough
path z, and is denoted by  :(z) $z. Also we use s2s1 :(z) $z
i to denote
( :(z) $z) is1 s2 .
Let pq1 satisfying (1p)+(1q)>1. Then q<2 and [q]=1.
Let X # 0Gp(V ) and Y # 0Gq(W ). We want define a rough path
Z # 0Gp(VW ) such that ?V (Z)=X and ?W (Z)=Y, where ?V (resp.
?W) is the lift projection from T ([ p])(VW ) into T ([ p])(V ) (resp.
T ([ p])(W )) of the natural projection from VW onto V (resp. onto W ).
By Eq. (7), we define recursively
Ykst= lim
m(D)  0
:
i, j1
i+ j=k
:
l
Y istl&1 Y
j
tl&1 tl
, k=2, ..., [ p]. (9)
For each k=1, ..., [ p], decompose (VW )k into the direct sum
(VW )k= :
i+ j=k
V iW j,
and define Z i, j : 2  ViWj, Z i, jst =X
i
st Y
j
st and set
Z i, jst =(X
k
st , Z
1, k&1
st , ..., Z
k&1, 1
st , Y
k
st), \(s, t) # 2 ; k=1, ..., [ p]. (10)
We can prove that Z : 2  T ([ p])(VW ) is an almost multiplicative
functional with finite p-variation, and we use (X, Y) to denote the multi-
plicative functional associated to Z . Moreover, the map X, Y  (X, Y) is
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continuous: if X, X # 0Gp(V ), Y, Y # 0Gq(W ), and if | is a control of X,
Y , Y, Y , then there is a constant K2 depending only on max |, p and q
such that if
|X ist&X
i
st |=|(s, t)
ip, \i=1, ..., [ p]; (s, t) # 2,
|Y1st&Y
1
st |=|(s, t)
1q, \(s, t) # 2,
then
|(X, Y)kst&(X , Y )
k
st|K2=|(s, t)
kp, k=1, ..., [ p]; (s, t) # 2.
If X, Y # 0G1 , then we define
(X, Y) s1 s2= limm(D)  0
:
l
X1s1 tl&1 Y
1
tl&1 tl
, (11)
and
(Y, X) s1 s2= limm(D)  0
:
l
Y1s1 tl&1 X
1
tl&1 tl
, (12)
the limits take over all finite dissection D of [s1 , s2].
We next consider a differential equation:
dX= f (X ) $z, X0=x, (13)
where z # 0Gp(V ), f : W  L(V, W ) is a C [ p]+1 map, and x is the initial
point.
We say a geometric rough path Z in T ([ p])(VW ) is a solution of
Eq. (13) if
Z=| :( f, x)(Z) $Z,
and ?V (Z)=z, where :( f, x) : VW  L(VW, VW ) is defined by
:( f, x)(z, u)(!, ’)=(!, f (u) !), \(z, u), (!, ’) # VW.
In this case X=?W (Z) is a geometric rough path in T ([ p])(W ), and is
called a multiplicative functional solution of the Eq. (13).
Theorem 1 (T. J. Lyons [13]). Let z be a geometric rough path in
T [ p](V ) (of roughness p), and let f : W  L(V, W ) be a C [ p]+1 map with
bounded derivatives up to order [ p]+1. Then for any x # W, there is a
unique solution Z to the Eq. (13). In this case we use F(z, x) to denote
?W (Z), and call the map z  F(z, x) the Ito^ map (defined by Eq. (13)).
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Theorem 2. Let f : W  L(V, W ) be a C [ p]+1 map, and
| f i|K3 , i=0, ..., [ p]+1.
where f i denotes the ith derivative of f. Then for any control |~ , there is a
control ||~ , and there are constants K4 and =0 # (0, 1] depending only on
max |, p and K3 such that
1. If z is a geometric rough path in T [ p](V ), and
|z is1s2 ||(s1 , s2)
ip, i=1, ..., [ p], (s1 , s2) # 2,
then
|F(z, x) is1s2 |K4|(s1 , s2)
ip, i=1, ..., [ p], (s1 , s2) # 2.
2. If z, z~ are two geometric rough paths in T [ p](V ) satisfying condi-
tions that
|z is1s2 |, |z~
i
s1s2
||(s1 , s2) ip, i=1, ..., [ p], (s1 , s2) # 2,
and ==0 ,
|z is1s2&z~
i
s1s2
|=|(s1 , s2) ip, i=1, ..., [ p], (s1 , s2) # 2,
then
|F(z, x) is1s2&F(z~ , x)
i
s1s2
|K4=|(s1 , s2) ip,
i=1, ..., [ p], (s1 , s2) # 2.
Continuity of Ito^ maps was proved in T. J. Lyons [13], and the version
of this result stated in Theorem 2 was established in [14], although it was
proved only for 2<p<3. However same arguments apply to any p.
Remark. 1. If z # 0Gp (V ), then F(z, x) t  F(z, x)
1
0t+x is the unique
solution of the ordinary differential equation
dXt= f (Xt) dzt , X0=x, (14)
where zt=z10t is a continuous and piece-wisely smooth path.
2. Let 2<p<3, and let z # 0Gp(Rd) be the associated geometric
rough path of a d-dimensional continuous semimartingale path z together
with its Le vy area. Then F(z, x)t=F(z, x)10t+x is a version of the unique
strong solution to the Stratonovich stochastic differential equation
dXt= f (Xt) b dzt , X0=x. (15)
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The following Proposition 1 follows from Theorem 2 and the fact that
the map X, Y  (X, Y) is continuous.
Proposition 1. Let p>1, (1p)+(1q)>1, and let X # 0Gp (V ),
h # 0Gq (W ). Consider the ordinary differential equation
dYt= f1(Yt) dXt+ f2(Yt) dht , Y0= y, (16)
where Xt=X10t , ht=h
1
0t . Let F(z, y) denote the Ito^ map defined by
dY= f (Y ) $z, Y0= y,
where f =( f1 , f2). Then t  F((X, h), y)10t+ y is the unique solution of
Eq. (16).
Proposition 2. Let 2<p<3 and consider two differential equations
dY= f (Y ) $z, Y0= y,
and
dY = f (Y ) $z, Y 0= y~ ,
where f, f are two C [ p]+1b maps. Let Ito^ maps defined by the two equations
be F(z, y) and F (z, y~ ) respectively. Then the map z  (F(z, y), F (z, y~ )) ,
z # 0Gp (V ), is continuous in p-variation topology. That is for any control |~
there is a control | and constants K5 , =0 depending only on the bound of the
derivatives of f, f up to order [ p]+1, max | and p, such that if ==0 ,
z, z~ # 0Gp ,
|z~ is1s2 |, |z
i
s1s2
||(s1 , s2) ip, i=1, 2; (s1 , s2) # 2,
|z~ is1s2&z
i
s1s2
|=|(s1 , s2) ip, i=1, 2; (s1 , s2) # 2,
then
|(F(z, y), F (z, y~ )) s1s2&(F(z~ , y), F (z~ , y~ )) s1s2 |K5=|(s1 , s2)
2p,
for any (s1 , s2) # 2.
Proof. Consider the differential equation
dZ= f (Z) $z, Z0=( y, y~ ),
where f =( f, f ). If z # 0Gp , then Y, Y # 0G

p , and Z=(X, Y). Now the
conclusion follows from Theorem 2.
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2. FLOWS ON SPACE OF SMOOTH PATHS
Let W 0 (I, R
d) be the space of all continuous and piece-wisely smooth
maps from I into Rd with initial zero. Given a path z # W 0 (I, R
d), a
tangent vector W at z, denoted by W # TzW 0 (I, R
d), is by definition a con-
tinuous and piece-wisely smooth vector field along the path z with initial
value zero. That is W : I  TRd such that W(0)=0 and W(t) # Tz(t) Rd.
Since Rd is flat, we identify TxRd with Rd itself. Then a tangent vector W
can be identified to be a path in Rd with initial zero, and so in W 0 (I, R
d).
Thus a vector field on the path space W 0 (I, R
d) is indeed a map from
W0 (I, R
d) to itself.
Consider a differential equation
dX= f1(X ) dh+ f2(X ) dH, X0=0, (17)
where H # 0G1(Rd), f1 , f2 : Rd  L(Rd, Rd) are two smooth maps. We
assume that all derivatives f i, f j are bounded by a positive constant K6 . By
Proposition 1, we can rewrite Eq. (17)
dX= f (X ) $z, X0=0, (18)
where f =( f1 , f2) in a obvious sense, and z=(h, H ). Eq. (18) defines an Ito^
map F(z, 0), and define M(h)=F((h, H ), 0), where H # 0G1(Rd) is fixed.
Note M : 0Gp(Rd)  0Gp(Rd) for any p1, so that we call it the Ito^
vector field defined by Eq. (17).
Remark. We can consider a more general Ito^ vector field. Assume
f1 : RN  L(Rd, RN), f2 : RN  L(Rm, RN), and H # 0G1(Rm) in Eq. (17). To
obtain an Ito^ vector field, we need a smooth map f3 : RN  Rd. Then
M(h)=| df3(F((h, H ), 0)10) $F((h, H ), 0)
is a vector field on 0Gp(Rd).
In this section we only consider the case that p=1, and we will use the
results in previous sections for p=1.
If h # 0G1(Rd), then hs1s2=(1, h
1
s1s2
), so that we identify h with the map
s  hs=h10s which is a path in R
d with finite variation and initial value
zero. For simplicity, we use hs1s2 to denote h
1
s1s2
, and h to denote h, and of
course, hist is the i th iterated integral over the interval [s, t].
Since H is fixed and is of finite 1-variation, by Theorem 2, we know that
for any control |~ , we can find a new control | and constants =0 # (0, 1],
K7 depending only on max |, K6 such that
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1. If z # 0G1(Rd) and |zs1s2 ||(s1 , s2), then
|M(z)s1 s2 |K7|(s1 , s2), \(s1 , s2) # 2. (19)
2. If z, z~ # 0G1(Rd), and if
|zs1 s2 |, |z~ s1s2 ||(s1 , s2), \(s1 , s2) # 2, (20)
and if ==0 ,
|zs1 s2&z~ s1s2 |=|(s1 , s2), \(s1 , s2) # 2, (21)
then
|M(z)s1 s2&M(z~ )s1s2 |K7=|(s1 , s2), \(s1 , s2) # 2. (22)
For any h # 0G1(Rd), we first solve the differential equation
d!t
dt
=M(!t), !0=h.
Proposition 3. Let h # 0G1(Rd) and let |~ be a 1-variation control of h,
i.e., |hs1s2 ||~ (s1 , s2) for any (s1 , s2) # 2. Then there is a control ||~ , and
T>0 depending only on max |, K6 , there is a unique !t(h) # 0G1(Rd) for
any |t|T satisfying:
1. There is a constant K8 depending only on K6 , max |, T,
|!t(h)s1s2 |K8|(s1 , s2), \(s1 , s2) # 2, |t|T. (23)
2. The map t  !t(h) is uniformly continuous in 1-variation topology
on [&T, T], so is t  M(!t(h)).
3. For any |t|T,
!t(h)=h+|
t
0
M(!u(h)) du.
Proof. The proof is very standard. Introduce iterated procedure
‘tn(h)=h+|
t
0
M(‘un&1(h)) du, n1,
‘t0(h)=h.
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Choose a control | such that Eq. (19) and Eq. (22) hold, and |hs1s2 |
C|(s1 , s2) for a constant C<1. Then
|‘t0(h)s1s2 ||(s1 , s2), \(s1 , s2) # 2.
Suppose
|‘tn&1(h)s1s2 ||(s1 , s2).
Then when |t|T, we have
|‘tn(h)s1s2 |C|(s1 , s2)+TK|(s1 , s2)
|(s1 , s2),
provided C+TK1.
We next prove the sequence ‘tn converges to a !
t(h) # 0G1(Rd). Note
‘t1(h)&‘
t
0=|
t
0
M(h) du=tM(h),
so that
|‘t1(h)s1s2&‘
t
0(h)s1s2 |TK|(s1 , s2), \(s1 , s2) # 2.
We use induction as follows. Let
|‘tn(h)s1s2&‘
t
n&1(h)s1s2 |(TK )
n |(s1 , s2), \(s1 , s2) # 2,
then which together with Eq. (22) implies that
|M(‘tn(h))s1s2&M(‘
t
n&1(h))s1s2 |K(TK )
n |(s1 , s2), \(s1 , s2) # 2,
so that
|‘tn+1(h)s1s2&‘
t
n(h)s1s2 |(TK )
n+1 |(s1 , s2), \(s1 , s2) # 2.
Thus we have proved that
lim
n  
‘tn(h)=!
t(h),
exists in 1-variation topology, that is, for any =>0, there is an N, such that
for nN, we have
|‘tn(h)s1s2&!
t(h)s1s2 |=K|(s1 , s2), \(s1 , s2) # 2.
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Note that
|‘tn(h)s1s2&‘
s
n(h)s1s2 |= } |
t
s
M(‘un&1(h))s1s2 du }
K |t&s| |(s1 , s2),
so that
|!t(h)s1s2&!
s(h)s1s2 |K |t&s| |(s1 , s2),
for any (s1 , s2) # 2. Hence t  !t(h) and t  M(!t(h)) are continuous, and
!t(h)=h+|
t
0
M(!u(h)) du.
The proof is completed.
Proposition 4. 1. !t : 0G1(Rd)  0G1(Rd) defined by !th=!t(h) is a
flow on 0G1(Rd).
2. !t can be uniquely extended to all t # R.
The proof of Proposition 4 is routine.
Now let h # 0G1(Rd). Choose a control | satisfying 1 and 2 in the
beginning of this section, such that
|hs1s2 |C|(s1 , s2), \(s1 , s2) # 2, (24)
where C<1 is a constant.
Note each !t(h) # 0G1(Rd), and
!t(h)s1s2=hs1s2+|
t
0
M(!u(h))s1s2 du. (25)
Define
!t0(h)=h,
!tn(h)=h+
t
n
:
n
l=1
M(! (l&1n) tn&1 (h)),
n=1, 2, ... . It is clear that
|!t0(h)s1s2 ||(s1 , s2), \(s1 , s2) # 2.
The main propose of this section is to show that !tn(h)  !
t(h) as n  
in 1-variation topology uniformly in t.
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Proposition 5. Let T>0, C+TK71. Then for any 0tT, and
any n,
|!tn(h)s1s2 ||(s1 , s2), \(s1 , s2) # 2. (26)
Proof. Use induction. Assume that
|!tn&1(h)s1 s2 ||(s1 , s2), \(s1 , s2) # 2
for any tT. Then
|!tn(h)s1s1 |C|(s1 , s2)+
t
n
:
n
l=1
|M(! (l&1n) tn&1 (h))s1 s2 |
(C+TK7) |(s1 , s2)
|(s1 , s2).
Proposition 6. Let a>1, aT=0 , C+TK71, K7(1+Ta)a. Then
for any 0s, tT, we have
|!tn(h)s1s2&!
s
n(h)s1 s2 |a(t&s) |(s1 , s2), \(s1 , s2) # 2. (27)
Proof. It is clear that
!t0(h)&!
s
0(h)=0.
We next use induction. Assume that
|!tn&1(h)s1 s2&!
s
n&1(h)s1s2 |a(t&s) |(s1 , s2), \(s1 , s2) # 2. (28)
Then
|M(!tn&1(h))s1s2&M(!
s
n&1(h))s1s2 |K7a(t&s) |(s1 , s2),
\(s1 , s2) # 2. (29)
Since
!tn(h)s1s2&!
s
n(h)s1 s2=
t&s
n
:
n
l=1
M(! (l&1n) tn&1 (h))s1 s2
+
s
n
:
n
l=1
[M(! (l&1n) tn&1 (h))s1s2&M(!
(l&1n) s
n&1 (h))s1s2],
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then
|!tn(h)s1s2&!
s
n(h)s1s2 |
t&s
n
:
n
l=1
K7 |(s1 , s2)+
T
n
:
n
l=1
K6a(t&s) |(s1 , s2)
=K6(1+Ta)(t&s) |(s1 , s2)
a(t&s) |(s1 , s2).
Proposition 7. Let b2K6 , K6(bT+ a2T )b. Then for any 0tT,
we have
|!t(h)s1s2&!
t(h)s1s2 |
bt
n
|(s1 , s2), \(s1 , s2) # 2. (30)
Proof. Since !t0(h)=h, then
|!t(h)s1 s2&!
t
1(h)| } |
t
0
M(!u(h))s1s2 du }+t |M(h)s1s2 |
2K6 t|(s1 , s2)
bt|(s1 , s2).
Now we use induction. Assume that
|!t(h)s1s2&!
t
n&1(h)s1s2 |
bt
n&1
|(s1 , s2), \(s1 , s2) # 2,
so that
|M(!t(h))s1s2&M(!
t
n&1(h))s1s2 |
bt
n&1
K7|(s1 , s2), \(s1 , s2) # 2.
Note that
!t(h)s1s2&!
t
n(h)s1s2
=|
t
0
M(!u(h))s1s2 du&
t
n
:
n
l=1
M(! (l&1n) tn&1 (h))s1 s2
= :
n
l=1
|
(ln) t
(l&1n) t
[M(!u(h))s1s2&M(!
u
n&1(h))s1s2] du
+ :
n
l=1
|
(ln) t
(l&1n) t
[M(!un&1(h))s1s2&M(!
(l&1n) t
n&1 (h))s1s2] du.
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By Eq. (22) and Proposition 6 we obtain that
|!t(h)s1s2&!
t
n(h)s1s2 | :
n
l=1
|
(ln) t
(l&1n) t
K7 bu
n&1
|(s1 , s2) du
+ :
n
l=1
|
(ln) t
(l&1n) t
K7a \u&l&1n t+ |(s1 , s2) du
=
K7 b
n&1
t2
2
|(s1 , s2)+
K7a
2
t2
n
|(s1 , s2)

tb
n
|(s1 , s2).
Corollary 1. Let !t(h) i (resp. !tn(h)
i) denote the ith iterated integral of
!t(h) (resp. !tn(h)). Then
|!tn(h)
i
s1s2
&!t(h) is1s2 |
K9 bt
n
|(s1 , s2) i, \i=1, ..., [ p]; (s1 , s2) # 2, i1,
where K9 is a constant depending only on max |, H, K6 and p. In particular,
for h # 0G1(Rd), there is T>0 such that for any |t|T,
lim
n  
!tn(h)
i
s1s2
=!t(h) is1s2 , \i=1, ..., [ p] ; (s1 , s2) # 2.
Corollary 2. Let h # 0G1(Rd). Then
lim
n  
(!tn(h), M(!
s
n(h))) s1s2=(!
t(h), M(!s(h))) s1 s2 ,
and
lim
n  
(M(!tn(h)), M(!
s
n(h))) s1s2=(M(!
t(h), !s(h))) s1s2 ,
for any (s1 , s2) # 2, uniformly in t and s when |t|, |s|T.
3. FLOW ON SPACE OF ROUGH PATHS
As before, M is an Ito^ vector field defined via the differential equation
dX= f1(Xt) $zt+ f2(Xt) dHt , X0=0,
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where H # 0G1(Rd) is fixed, so that
dX= f (X ) $(z, H ), X0=0.
Assume that | f i1 |, | f
i
1 |K6 for i=0, 1, ..., [ p]+1. For any h # 0G1(R
d),
!t(h) denotes the solution of the differential equation
d!t
dt
=M(!t), !0=h.
The main propose of this section and indeed the whole paper is to show
the map h  !t(h), h # 0G1(Rd), is continuous in p-variation topology
uniformly in t taking in any bounded interval.
Define !tn(h) as before, so that
!tn(h)=h+
t
n
:
n
l=1
M(! (l&1n) tn&1 (h)).
Let M tn=M(!
t
n(h)). Then
Mtn=M \h+ tn :
n
l=1
M (l&1n) tn&1 + , (31)
so that
dM tn= f1(M
t
n) dh+
t
n
:
n
k=1
f1(M tn) dM
(k&1n) t
n&1 + f2(M
t
n) dH. (32)
For any fixed t and n, introduce the notation
M (kj , ..., k1)=M (kj&1n& j+1) } } } (k1&1n) tn&j ,
j=1, ..., n and kj=1, ..., n& j+1.
By Eq. (32), we have
dM (kj , ..., k1)=f1(M (kj , ..., k1)) dh
+
t
n& j
‘
j
l=1
kl&1
n&(l&1)
:
n& j
kj+1=1
f1(M (kj , ..., k1)) dM (kj+1, kj , ..., k1)
+ f2(Mkj , ..., k1) dH, (33)
j=1, ..., n&1, and
dM (kn , ..., k1)= f1(M (kn , ..., k1)) dh+ f2(M (kn , ..., k1)) dH. (34)
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By iterating Eq. (33) and Eq. (34), we deduce that
dM (kn&j , ..., k1)=f1(M (kn&j , ..., k1)) dh+ f2(M (kn&j , ..., k1)) dH
+ :
j
q=1
tq
j( j&1) } } } ( j&q+1)
:
j
kn&j+1=1
} } } :
j&q+1
kn& j+q=1
‘
n& j
l=1
kl&1
n&l+1
} } } ‘
n& j+q&1
l=1
kl&1
n&l+1
f1(M (kn&j , ..., k1)) } } } f1(M (kn&j+q&1, ..., k1))
[ f1(M (kn&j+q , ..., k1)) dh+ f2(M (kn&j+q , ..., k1)) dH], (35)
j=1, ..., n&1, kj=1, ..., n& j+1. In particular, we have
dM (k1)=f1(M (k1)) dh+ f2(M (k1)) dH
+ :
n&1
q=1
tq
(n&1) } } } (n&q)
:
n&1
k2=1
} } } :
n&q
kq+1=1
‘
1
l=1
kl&1
n&l+1
} } } ‘
n&q
l=1
kl&1
n&l+1
f1(M (k1)) } } } f1(M (kq , ...,k1))[ f1(M (kq+1, ...,k1)) dh+ f1(M (kq+1, ...,k1))dH],
so that
d!tn(h)=dh+
t
n
:
n
k1=1
dM (k1)
=dh+
t
n
:
n
k1=1
[ f1(M (k1)) dh+ f2(M (k1)) dH]
+
t
n
:
n
k1=1
:
n&1
q=1
tq
(n&1) } } } (n&q)
:
n&1
k2=1
} } } :
n&q
kq+1=1
‘
1
l+1
kl&1
n&l+1
} } } ‘
n&q
l=1
kl&1
n&l+1
f1(M(k1)) } } } f1(M (kq , ..., k1))[ f1(M (kq+1, ...,k1))dh+f2(M (kq+1, ..., k1)) dH],
(36)
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and
dM tn=f2(M
t
n) dH
+ f1(M tn) dh+
t
n
f1(Mtn) :
n
k1=1
[ f1(M (k1)) dh+ f2(M (k1)) dH]
+
t
n
f1(M tn) :
n
k1=1
:
n&1
q=1
tq
(n&1) } } } (n&q)
:
n&1
k2=1
} } } :
n&q
kq+1=1
‘
1
l=1
kl&1
n&l+1
} } } ‘
n&q
l=1
kl&1
n&l+1
f1(M (k1)) } } } f1(M (kq , ..., k1))[ f1(M (kq+1, ..., k1)) dh+f2(M (kq+1, ..., k1)) dH].
(37)
Although the system of above differential equations is quite complicated,
however we can put them together, and rewrite Eqs. (34)(37) into a single
equation
dX=F(t, n)(X ) d(h, H ), X0=0, (38)
where F(t, n) : Vn  L(RdRd, Vn) and Vn=Rd  } } } Rd. Since we only
need at most two components of the solution X, we endow Vn with the
maximum norm. That is, if x=(x1 , ..., xk , . . .) # Vn with xi # Rd, then
|x|=maxi |xi |. The crucial point is then the fact that if K6T<1, then for
any p, such T, there is a K10 depending only on K6T, and p (but not on
n and |t|T!), such that
|F i(n, t) |K10 , i=0, ..., [ p]+1. (39)
By applying Theorem 2 to Eq. (38), we deduce the following:
Theorem 3. For any control |~ there is a control | and constants T>0,
K11 , =0 # (0, 1] depending only on p, K10 and max |, such that
1. If h # 0G1(Rd) and |h is1s2 ||(s1 , s2)
ip, i=1, ..., [ p], (s1 , s2) # 2,
then for any n
|!tn(h)
i
s1s2
|K11|(s1 , s2) ip, \i=1, ..., [ p], (s1 , s2) # 2. (40)
2. If h, h # 0G1(Rd) and
|h is1s1 |, |h
i
s1s2
||(s1 , s2) ip, \i=1, ..., [ p]; (s1 , s2) # 2,
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and ==0 ,
|h is1s2&h
i
s1s2
|=|(s1 , s2) ip, i=1, ..., [ p]; (s1 , s2) # 2,
then
|!tn(h)
i
s1 s2
&!tn(h )
i
s1s2
|K11=|(s1 , s2) ip, \i=1, ..., [ p];
(s1 , s2) # 2. (41)
By Corollary 1, we have
|!t(h) is1s2 |K11|(s1 , s2)
ip, \i=1, ..., [ p]; (s1 , s2) # 2,
and if h, h # 0G1(Rd) satisfying 2 in Theorem 3, then
|!t(h) is1s2&!
t(h ) is1s2 |K11 =|(s1 , s2)
ip, \i=1, ..., [ p]; (s1 , s2) # 2.
Thus we can extend !t(h) to all h # 0Gp(Rd) for any p1.
Theorem 4. The map h  !t(h) is continuous in p-variation topology for
any p1. That is, for any control |~ there is a control |, constants T>0,
K12 , =0 # (0, 1] depending only on max |, p and K5 , such that if h, h #
0Gp(Rd), and ==0 ,
|h is1s2&h
i
s1s2
|=|(s1 , s2) ip, \i=1, ..., [ p]; (s1 , s2) # 2,
|h is1s2 |, |h
i
s1s2
||(s1 , s2) ip, \i=1, ..., [ p]; (s1 , s2) # 2,
then for any |t|T,
|!t(h) is1s2&!
t(h ) is1s2 |K12=|(s1 , s2)
ip, i=1, ..., [ p];(s1 , s2) # 2.
Rewriting differential equations,
dX=F(t, n)(X ) d(h, H ), X0=0,
dX =F(s, n)(X ) d(h, H ), X 0=0,
into a single equation,
dY=F(t, s, n)(Y ) $(h, H ), Y0=0, (42)
where F(t, s, n)=(F(t, n) , F(s, n)), and applying Theorem 2, Proposition 2 to
Eq. (42) we conclude the following:
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Theorem 5. Let 2<p<3. Given a control |~ there is a control |, con-
stants T>0, K13 , 0<=01 depending only on K6 , max |, such that if
h, h # 0Gp (R
d) and if
|his1 s2 |, |h
i
s1 s2
||(s1 , s2), \i=1, 2; (s1 , s2) # 2,
|h is1s2&h
i
s1s2
|=|(s1 , s2) ip, \i=1, 2; (s1 , s2) # 2,
then for any |t|, |s|T, we have
|(h, M(!t(h))) s1s2 |K13|(s1 , s2)
2p,
|(!t(h), !s(h)) s1s2 |K13|(s1 , s2)
2p,
|(M(!t(h)), M(!s(h))) s1s2 |K13|(s1 , s2)
2p,
and
|(h, M(!t(h))) s1s2&(h , M(!
t(h ))) s1s2 |K13=|(s1 , s2)
2p,
|(!t(h), !s(h)) s1s2&(!
t(h ), !s(h )) s1s2 |K13=|(s1 , s2)
2p,
|(M(!t(h)), M(!s(h)))s1 s2&(M(!
t(h )), M(!s(h ))) s1s2 |K13=|(s1 , s2)
2p
for any (s1 , s2) # 2.
Corollary 3. Let 2<p<3 and h # 0Gp(Rd). Then there is a T>0
depending only on max |h , max |H and K6 , p, and for any |t|T, we have
!t(h)1s1s2=h
1
s1s2
+|
t
0
M(!u(h))1s1s2 du, (43)
and
!t(h)2s1s2=h
2
s1s2
+|
t
0
(h, M(!u(h))) s1s2 du+|
t
0
(M(!u(h)), h)s1s2 du
+|
t
0
|
t
0
(M(!u(h)), M(!v(h))) s1s2 du dv. (44)
Proof. If h # 0G1 (R
d), then Eq. (43) and Eq. (44) are obvious, and
therefore the general case follows from Theorem 4 and Theorem 5.
Definition 3. For any t, p1, define !t : 0Gp(Rd)  0Gp(Rd) by
setting !t(h)=!t(h).
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4. APPLICATION TO GEOMETRIC FLOW EQUATION
Let M be a d-dimensional, compact Riemannian manifold, and ? :
O(M )  M be its orthonormal frame bundle. As usual fix a base point
o # M and a frame uo # O(M ) at o, and use Wo(I, M ) (resp. Wuo(I, O(M )))
to denote the path space of all continuous maps from I to M with initial
value o (resp. from I to O(M) with initial value uo).
Let (_t)t # I be the coordinate process, let & be the unique probability
measure on Wo(I, M ) such that (_t)t # I is a Riemannian Brownian motion
starting from o, and let F, Ft be the completed natural filtration of (_t)t # I .
Then the filtered probability space (Wo(I, M ), F, Ft , &) satisfies the usual
condition.
Let { be a metric connection. We recall the definition of the Ito^ map J :
W0 (I, R
d)  W o (I, M). Given z # W

0 (I, R
d), then its development
# # W uo (I, O(M )) is the unique solution of the differential equation
d#s=B(#s) dzs , #0=uo , (45)
and denotes by #=I(z), where B=(Bi)i=1, ..., d is the standard horizontal
vector field on O(M ), cf. [12]. Then x=J(z) is just ?(#). Note we can
write
xs=|
s
0
d?(d#u).
Conversely, if x # W o (I, M), we can obtain z=J
&1(x) by the following
way. First solve the differential equation,
d#s=B(#s) #&1s dxs , #0=uo , (46)
and then
zs=|
s
0
%(#u)(d#u), (47)
where % denotes the canonical 1-form on O(M). Note J, J&1 are obtained
by solving differential equations, so that by Theorem 1 we have.
Proposition 8. J, J&1 are well defined for any geometric rough paths,
and are continuous in p-variation topology for each p1.
Remark. In fact in order to apply the theory in Section 1, we should
develop the calculus for manifold valued rough paths in the spirit of [5, 7,
15] which will be published in a separate paper. However here we can
embed the manifolds M and O(M ) into Euclidean spaces, and fix these
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embedding, then we can use the results in previous Sections. We are
working in this setting in this section, except otherwise specified.
Given an h # 0G1(Rd), we define a vector field,
X {, h(x)s=#shs , \x # W o (I, M ),
where # is the solution of Eq. (47). Note X {, h is well defined for all
geometric rough path x. However we only need the first level path, so that
X {, h(x)s=(#10s+uo) hs
in a fixed embedding.
The following Proposition 9 was proved in B. Driver [2].
Proposition 9. Let (x .t)t # R be a family of paths in W o (I, M) such that
x0=x, and
dx .t
dt } t=0=X {, h(x), (48)
then
dz .t
dt } t=0=Mh(z), (49)
where zt=J&1(xt), z=J&1(x), and
Mh(z)s=hs&|
s
0
3(#u dzu , #u hu)&|
s
0
|
u
0
0(#r dzr , #r hr) dzu , (50)
where # is the solution of the differential equation
d#s=B(#s) dzs , #0=uo ,
and 3 and 0 are the torsion and curvature form, respectively.
Note that Mh is the Ito^ map obtained by solving the following differen-
tial equation:
d#s=B(#s) dzs , #0=uo ,
dM h(z)s=dhs&3(#s dzs , #shs)&Ks dzs , Mh(z)0=0, (51)
dKs=0(#s dzs , #shs), K0=0.
By Theorem 4 and Definition 3 we have:
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Theorem 6. There is a unique map !t : 0Gp(Rd)  0Gp(Rd) for each
t # R, such that if z # 0G1(I, Rd), then
d!t(z)
dt
=Mh(!t(z)), !0(z)=z, (52)
and the map z  !t(z) is continuous in p-variation topology.
By the continuity of the Ito^ maps, J, J&1, the flow !t in p-variation
topology, and the fact that ddt is closed, we deduce that ‘t=J b !t b
J&1 : 0G1(M)  0G1(M) is the solution flow of the differential equation
d‘t
dt
=X {, h(‘t), !0=id. (53)
That is, if x # 0G1(M ), then
d‘t(x)
dt
=X {, h(‘t(x)), ‘0(x)=x.
Note a path x # Wo(I, M ) is in 0G1(M ) if and only if f (x)& f (o) #
0G1(Rm) for any f # C(M, Rm).
Moreover the map x  ‘t(x) is continuous in p-variation topology, so
that ‘t has a unique continuous extension to all geometric rough paths in
M, and we use another notation Ft : 0Gp(M)  0Gp(M ) to denote this
extension.
We next turn our attention to the probability setting. For &-almost all
path x # Wo(I, M ), _t(x) with Le vy area is a geometric rough path. Fix an
embedding of M and O(M ) into a Euclidean space, and choose a version
of its Le vy area, such that _(x)st=(1, _(x)1st , _(x)
2
st) is a geometric rough
path for any x # Wo(I, M )&N, &(N)=0.
Let b(x)=J &1(_(x)). Then b(x) # 0Gp(Rd) for any x # Wo(I, M )&N,
and b is a standard Brownian motion (see [5, 15]), where b(x)=0 if x # N
and b(x)s=b(x)10s if x # Wo(I, M )&N. Set for any x # N, ‘
t(x)=0, and
‘t(x)s=J(!t(b(x)))10s+o if x # Wo(I, M )&N. Then
d‘t(x)
dt
=X {, h(Ft(b(x))), ‘0(x)=J &1(b(x))10 } +o, (54)
for any x # Wo(I, M ).
Notice that the definition of ‘t depends on the choices of the version of
the Le vy area, and the embedding. However if { be the LeviCivita con-
nection and h # H(I, Rd), then (!ts) is a continuous semimartingale with law
equivalent to the Wiener measure for each t (cf. B. Driver [2]), where
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!t(x)s=!t(b(x))10s . Thus in this case, (‘
t)t # R is well defined &-a.e., and we
have
d‘t( } )
dt
=X {, h(‘t( } )), ‘0=id, &-a.e. (55)
Thus (‘t) is a version of Driver’s flow induced by X {, h .
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